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ABSTRACT
Accurate attitude determination is an important enabler for micro- and nanosatellite missions. For remote sensing
applications and formation flying missions, the attitude of the spacecraft must be known and controlled with a high
accuracy. ISIS introduces a modular and scalable attitude determination system based on a multi-aperture miniature
star sensor. Based on a patented concept, the Multi-Aperture Baffled Starsensor, the attitude sensor integrates several
apertures into a single star tracker. The main advantage of this concept is that it eliminates the need for large baffles
as there is a redundancy of independent apertures. Even when several apertures are obstructed, for instance by the
Earth and the Sun simultaneously, the star tracker will still have apertures available with a ‘free’ field of view and
will be able to determine star positions. The concept consists of a standalone sensor element for an attitude
determination and control system and allows for integration, alignment, and calibration of the sensor on subsystem
level rather than on spacecraft level. The system consists of an optical head that can include up to 9 miniature star
cameras, and an electronics system that combines the star camera inputs and determines and outputs the spacecraft
attitude vector.
INTRODUCTION
Star sensors or trackers are generally not used as a
means of attitude determination onboard of nano
satellites. The two main reasons are that star trackers
are too difficult to accommodate and too expensive
compared to the budget of these types of satellites.
Conventional star trackers use baffles in order to block
the Sun and prevent stray light from entering. These
lead to large and odd sized sensors and the baffles are
most of the time even larger than the sensor itself as can
be seen in figure 1. They are generally too expensive
due to the amount of calibration that is required in order
to achieve the specified accuracy.

Figure 1: SED12 Startracker and Baffle
[www.sodern.com]

However, accurate attitude determination capability is a
huge enabler for more advanced mission scenarios
using nano satellites. Most satellites of this class are
used as a technology demonstration platform or as a
means to train engineers in the system aspects of a
space mission. Also, small science missions are being
developed such as the microgravity missions from
NASA Ames Research Centre.
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Earth observation missions or astronomy missions
using high accuracy optical payloads are generally not
implemented on nanosatellites. Innovative concept
allow for higher resolution payloads onboard of small
satellites such as deployable optics or sparse aperture
arrays using a formation of nanosatellites. One of the
main issues there is the pointing capability and pointing
stability of the platform, which is required to be much
better than currently available for such mission types.
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ISIS has performed a feasibility study during which it
was investigated whether this concept is suitable for
small satellite applications such as the popular CubeSat
type of satellites. The feasibility study has led to a
multi-aperture star tracker concept. This paper describes
the design goals of the star tracker, called the “Facet
nano”, will provide further insight which design
implications the multi-aperture concept has and will
give an overview of early development results.

An essential aspect of obtaining better pointing onboard
nanosatellites is to have an accurate attitude
determination capability.

DESIGN GOALS
The development of the Facet nano focuses on the nano
satellite market. It has two major design goals:
•

Figure 2: Nano satellite with deployable optics
[www.space.t.u-tokyo.ac.jp/prism]

•

When it comes to attitude determination in the
arcsecond range, the use of a startracker is basically the
only option. This leaves developers with the
challenging task of accommodating them within the
stringent technical and financial budgets of
nanosatellite missions.

To bridge the gap between attitude
determination systems that are accurate and
work independently of the type of orbit and
those that are small in size and have a low
power consumption.
To allow for simple accommodation and
alignment while providing high accuracy
three-axis attitude determination

These two goals, once achieved, defer the objections of
using star trackers on small satellites since their
cumbersome accommodation and their necessity for
extensive alignment and calibration is eliminated. The
star tracker under development is especially suitable for
nano satellites, and is being made compatible with the
CubeSat concept.

One solution is based on the Multi-Aperture Baffled
Starsensor (MABS) concept, a patented innovation
from the Dutch applied research institute TNO. This
concept, as shown in figure 3, integrates several
apertures into one star tracker, therefore making the
sensors tolerant to partial blinding by bright objects
such as the Sun or the Earth. As a derivative concept
the Integrated OPtical Attitude Control Sensor
(IOPACS) concept was introduced, which also allowed
for partial blinding, but managed to completely
eliminate the necessity of large baffles and allowed the
combination of a starsensor with other attitude sensors
such as Sun sensors. The concept employs a
redundancy of independent apertures and reduces the
calibration and integration cost (on subsystem level and
on spacecraft level) because the multiple apertures are
integrated into one mechanical housing.

The CubeSat concept has proven to be a very interested
class of spacecraft. The severe mass, power and
envelope limitations offer ample opportunity for further
miniaturization of systems and components, something
the design team for the Facet Nano was actively
pursuing from the start of the project. Secondly,
CubeSats are highly modular, and often rely on
interchangeable, off-the-shelf subsystems, provided by
small and medium companies from various countries.
This modularization is enabled by a more-or-less
standardized interface definition, both mechanically and
electrically, which allows subsystems developers to
build systems that can readily be applied in small space
missions.
REQUIREMENTS AND CONSTRAINTS
The star tracker to be developed needs to fulfill the
following requirements and is subject to the following
constraints:
•
•
•

Figure 3: MABS and IOPACS concept
[source: TNO]
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Attitude determination accuracy: < 0.01º,
Success Rate: > 95%,
The sensor shall be compatible with the
popular nanosatellite class of CubeSats:
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•
•
•
•
•

Maximum Mass: 500 grams,
Allowable envelope: 100x100x50mm (1/2 U),
Power consumption: < 300 mWatt,
The sensor shall have a price range that allows
low cost nanosatellite missions to use the star
tracker,
Lifetime: > 3 years in LEO.

Exclusion angle

40

-

Baffle length

70 mm

-

Single aperture envelope

61 cm3

Total volume

184 cm

27 cm3
3

135 cm3

This section describes the design implications and
possibilities using this concept.

MULTI-APERTURE CHARACTERISTICS

Sun blinding

In conventional configurations, large baffles are used
on star trackers in order to reduce the stray light and
prevent Sun blinding. When stray light is reduced, the
star tracker is able to detect faint stars, which in return
enables it to detect a lot of stars and determine its
attitude with a very high precision. A secondary
advantage is that the Sun is excluded over a large angle.
A major drawback is off-course that the field of view of
zuch a star tracker is very small, which requires the star
tracker to be able to detect very faint stars in order to
have a sufficient amount of stars in view for attitude
determination.

As stated above, the strategy behind the development is
to use multiple apertures in order to remove the
necessity for baffles by allowing some apertures to be
blinded while maintaining full availability of the
remaining apertures. This leads to the requirement to
minimize the total number of apertures that can be
blinded by the Sun. The configuration of the different
apertures is leading in determining the most efficient
design.
Three configurations that are based on a box-shape,
have been investigated: one with 9 apertures, one with 5
and one with 4. The angular distance between the
apertures of a concept of 9 apertures is 45 degrees, the
ones with 5 and 4 have an angular distance of 90.
Below, a schematic overview is provided of the
different concepts where the Sun is shining on them
under different angles:

The design and development of the Facet nano is based
on the “Multi-aperture baffled concept” of TNO,
leading to a different design approach. The concept of
using multiple apertures has two advantages:
•

•

It ensures that sufficient stars are detected,
while only the brightest ones are observed
since the total field-of-view (FOV) is very
large. Because only the brightest stars are
detected, the need for large stray light baffles
is eliminated, although some baffle might be
implemented.
Due to a redundancy of apertures, the
influence of the Sun (or any other bright
planet) is reduced, without requiring large
baffles.

These two advantages thus strengthen each other.
The strategy chosen for the development of the Facet
nano star tracker is to increase the number of starsensor
apertures compared to a more traditional sensor system.
Although this seems paradoxal, this allows for a system
that is much smaller in size. This is shown in the
following calculation example:

Figure 4: Star Sensor configurations
The figure shows that in two out of three cases, the
configuration with 9 apertures has more apertures left
that are not blinded. However, both configurations
having 4 or 5 apertures have minimally two apertures
left that are not blinded which is sufficient in order to
identify the attitude.

Table 1: Startracker Comparison
Conventional
star tracker

Multi-aperture
concept

# apertures

3

5

Diameter lens

25 mm

25 mm

Focal length

55 mm

55 mm

FOV

20 deg.

20 deg.
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When baffles would be applied that allow only one
aperture to be blinded at each moment, the concept with
9 apertures will have many more apertures that are not
3
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blinded than the other two configurations, and will have
a much larger availability. Therefore the baffle length
has been investigated in further detail.

tracker in a 9 aperture configuration is therefore not
feasible.

In the figure below a relation is explained between the
amount of apertures that is blinded simultaneously by
the Sun, their relative pointing direction and the use of
baffles. Two apertures are drawn, each being
orthogonally placed to each other. Without baffles, the
Sun would blind both of them over the angle α (so in
this case, 90°). When baffles are applied the Sun is no
longer able to blind both; an angle β is created over
which the Sun does not blind any of the apertures. By
varying the length of the baffle, the angle β can be
altered, where β = γ is the lower limit for the length of
the baffle in order to prevent the Sun where only one
sensor is blinded at each moment. When β > γ, only one
of the apertures is blinded by the Sun.

All concepts suffer from the fact that two bright objects,
such as planets or the moon, located on opposite sides
of the star tracker will blind the entire sensor. Applying
baffles is not a solution as the size of a baffle that
would prevent such a situation, is too large to be
accommodated within the constraints. A better solution
is to equip the optics with an image sensor that has a
dynamic range sufficiently large to allow a bright object
to be in the FOV. Again, for this strategy it is an
advantage to use the brightest stars since the difference
in brightness between these and a planet, is smaller than
the difference when faint stars are detected, leading to a
lower required dynamic range. For instance, a dynamic
range of 66dB is required to be able to detect stars of
magnitude 4, when the Moon is in the FOV.

Note that γ = (180- α) – FOV.

Detected stars
A second design implication of the multi-aperture
concept is that it allows for detecting only the brightest
stars since the total FOV is much larger than
conventional star trackers. Detecting brighter stars is
easier since it reduces the amount of noise reduction
that has to be performed. Because stars are not evenly
distributed throughout the sky, the configuration of the
different apertures is again leading in determining the
most efficient design.
In order to find the category of stars that have to be
detected, the worst-case relative pointing of the star
tracker compared to the distribution of stars in the sky
has been considered. The distribution of the stars is not
evenly throughout the sky: the largest concentration of
stars is located around the equator of the galactic
reference frame and the smallest at the poles. Taking
into account this distribution, it means that the rotation
of the star tracker is such that all apertures are pointing
as far away from the galactic equator as possible. For
the different configurations this results in the following
rotational angles of its body-fixed reference frame
(BFR) in the galactic reference frame (GRF):

Figure 5: Aperture blinding by the Sun

The length of the baffle is calculated as follows and the
results are summarised in the following table:

L = diameter aperture *

sin (90 − α 2 )
sin (α 2 − FOV 2 )

Table 2: Baffle comparison
d = 15 mm

d = 25 mm

Alpha

FOV = 15

FOV =20

FOV = 15

FOV =20

45

54

64

89

107

90

17

18

29

31

Table 3: Aperture Configuration
Configuration:

What becomes apparent is that the baffles for a
configuration of two apertures having an angular
distance of 45° become too large to be able to
accommodate the system on a CubeSat type of
spacecraft, which is one of the more promising areas for
introduction of startracker capability. This holds for the
requirement that only one aperture may be blinded by
the Sun at any given time. A CubeSat cabaple star
Rotteveel
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Number of
apertures
4

5

9

Angle between X-axis BFR and X-axis
GRF (degrees)

90

45

68

Angle between Y-axis BFR and Y-axis
GRF (degrees)

45

45

45
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•

configuration of two apertures observes (which
is 14,4) it can be concluded that the
performance may be comparable to
conventional systems.
Finally, the table shows that enough stars are
observed in order to assure sufficient rate of
success, since in theory it only requires 3 stars
to compute the attitude.

CONCEPT SELECTION AND DESIGN RESULTS
The above configurations have been investigated in
further detail and compared to the main requirements
and constraints. The configuration with 9 apertures has
been considered since it is able to detect sufficient stars
even when only category 3 stars are observed due to its
large total FOV. However, the configuration is mass
and volume-wise not efficient. It has been shown that
the concept turned out to overrun the constraints on
mass and volume considerably and has therefore been
discarded.

Figure 6: Star distribution [Edward L. Wright]
The amount of stars in the total FOV for the different
configurations has been calculated based on the above
relative attitude. They have been determined using a
logarithmic distribution of stars in lateral direction in
the galactic reference frame and an even distribution
latitudinal. For this situation, the total amount of stars
has been calculated for the different configurations and
different FOV. The results are summarized in the table
below:

The configuration containing 5 apertures has been
considered to be most promising and has been
investigated in more detail. Besides designing the
optics, a lot of attention has been given to the thermal
design of the star tracker in the first stage of the design.
These aspects were considered to be most determining
for the complete design because the optics determine
the performance and the thermal properties determine
the consistency of the performance.

Table 4: Stars in the FOV
15 degrees Field of View
# apertures

Category 3 stars

Category 4 stars

9

5.0

13.5

5

2.5

6.7

4

2.0

5.4

Also, a first electrical design has been made as well as
the design of the embedded software architecture. The
results have turned out positive and the main
characteristics of the concept have stayed within their
design limits. The design outcomes of this concept are
therefore further described below.

20 degrees Field of View
# apertures

Category 3 stars

Category 4 stars

9

8.8

24.0

5

4.4

12.0

4

3.5

9.6

Currently the design consists of 5 stars sensors that are
integrated into a core structure, which is protected from
the environment by an outer shell. The central
processing board located at the bottom of the star
tracker.

From the table several conclusions can be drawn:
•

•

•

The current best estimate for the mass of the system,
including design margins, is 550 grams with
dimensions of 100x100x70mm. Although the mass and
envelope constraints are slightly surpassed in the
current baseline design, it has proved that
accommodating 5 wide field of view star cameras in
side a very limited envelope is a challenging task.

It shows that the more apertures a
configuration has, less faint stars are required
to be detected since there will always be an
aperture that is pointing in the direction of the
galactic equator.
It also shows that all the configurations have a
large enough total FOV in order be able to
determine the attitude of the spacecraft using
only the brightest stars.
Then, when these results are compared to the
amount of stars a conventional star tracker
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The material of the housing of the different apertures
has been chosen to be titanium in order to have a
similar thermal expansion coefficient as the lens
system. The core structure will be made from
5
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A radiometric analysis has been performed in order to
design the optics. The analysis has shown that with a
lens diameter of 25mm and a focal length of 55mm up
to category 4 stars can be detected; over 500 stars will
be to be detected. The FOV of each aperture is 20x20
degrees. With an analysis tool called OSLO, it has been
shown that the optical transfer function is sufficient to
guarantee that centroiding may be performed, which
increases the accuracy of the attitude determination.

aluminum. Different conceptual drawings of the
configuration are given below:

Furthermore, an off-the-shelf CMOS image sensor has
been selected that has a dynamic range of 120dB which
enables the optics to detect stars with a planet in its
FOV. This CMOS also has an operating temperature
range of -40 to 125 ºC, allowing the optics to operate in
an extreme temperature environment. A temperature
sensor will be integrated onto the support printed circuit
board of the CMOS in order to control its temperature.
Last but not least, a first electrical design has been
made and an outline of the embedded software. The
selected electrical components have led to an average
power consumption of less than 500mW when two
optical heads are integrated simultaneously and their
output combined for attitude computation. The outline
of the embedded software has focused itself on the
different operational modes and camera selection
algorithm in order to minimise the power consumption.
The temperature sensor will improve the speed of
camera selection: when large temperatures are
observed, it is known that the Sun is blinding the
camera.

Figure 7: Facet Nano Configuration
The thermal design of the startracker is of particular
interest as the sensor is not allowed to warp or distort
the optical path and the alignment of the different
sensors in space. The entire structure has to remain as
thermally stable as possible and preferably as cold as
possible to prevent thermal noise on the detectors. The
design has been analysed using ANSYS where the input
of two use-cases has been used: a zenith-pointing case
and a fixed pointing case (away from the Sun) until a
steady-state situation was obtained. These two cases
have been used since they cover all possible use-cases
and provide insight in the difference between the
incoming heat flux from the Sun and the infrared heat
flux from the Earth, and their impact on the
deformations in the star tracker.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper has outlined the design goals and
requirements of the Facet nano. The design implications
of the “Multi-aperture concept” have been explained
and it has been proven that this concept provides a
means for miniaturization of a star tracker. The
argumentation for the concept selection has been
provided, as well as the current progress in the design..

The analysis has shown that the concept of a core
structure and an outer shell provides a stable
temperature environment for the star sensors: the inner
temperature of the star tracker varies by 20 degrees.
This low variation is a result of having a protecting
shell combined with rather a large amount of mass (that
acts as a heat buffer) in the core. The thermal gradient
over one star sensor has turned out to be in the order of
5K. This gradient does not lead to significant distortions
of one aperture; the calibration of the different star
sensors will not be disturbed by environmental
influences, thereby the calibration will maintain its
validity throughout its lifetime.

The design is currently halfway the preliminary design.
During the second half of this phase the focus will be
on 3 different aspects:
1) Performing an in-depth analysis of the
performance of the optical system,
2) Performing simulations one the effectiveness
of the attitude determination algorithm,
3) Performing an in-depth analysis of the
mechanical design.
Based on the Facet nano design it will be possible to
develop a range of nanosatellite star sensors in different
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configuration and with different performance levels.
For instance, a very low accuracy version of the Facet
nano (0.1 – 0.5 º) would be able to replace Sun sensor /
Earth Sensor sets on LEO spacecraft as the star
tracker’s insensitivity to Sun blinding allows it to be
used for coarse attitude determination both in sunlight
and in eclipse.
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